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Abstract 

•e propose a staple «odei »hlch Is based on the Feshbach's 

theory of optical potential. The use of closure relation in both 

nuclei implies that we Implicitly include all possible channels, 

in particular inelastic scattering and one nucléon transfer processes. 

The local absorptive potential is cilculated at large distances and 

Its energy dependence is studied. The results are coapared to other 

theoretical »orks and to phenose nological potentials-



I. WTHOUCTIOH 

The analysis of heavy Ion elastic scattering data In terns 

of a complex optical potential has been very succesdii and has brought 

a Urge amount of Informations about the heavy Ion optical potential. 

Hoit theoretical studies concern the real potential which Is well 

described by double folding Models [1-3] except at energies close 

to the Coulomb barrier «here the calculated potentials sees much 

too weak [*,5]. Recently several attempts to calculate the Imaginary 

potential have been published which ire based on two different approa

ches. The first one assumes that the absorption is due to Inelastic 

scattering and transfer processes [fi.llj and can be compared to what 

is called the nuclear structure approach of the nucleon-nucleus poten

tial [12,13]. In these works, the Imaginary potential, related to 

the «aptitudes of probability for such processes, is derived with 

seml-classlcal approximations. In references [6-6] both inelastic 

scattering and transTer contributions, considered as independent 

of each other, are taken into account while In references [9-11] 

the transfer contribution is assumed to be dominant- In the second 

approach [H-18], the heavy Ion potential is derived from Brucckner 

theory of nuclear matter and is an extension of the Brueckner approach 

to nucléon-nucleus potential [19]. In this approach the excitation 

of collective states and the transfer process which have large contri

butions at the surface of the potential, are not Included and the 

two approaches can be considered ai complementary. Indeed one expects 

that, as In the case of the nucleon-nucleus system, the first approach 

Is Bore appropriate at low energy where one knows that the surface 

effects are important while at high energy the surface effects should 

not be so large and the nuclear matter approach is «ore Justified. 



A way of extending the nuclear natter approach to lower energies 

is to add to the G-matrlx term the contributions of surface processes. 

However one breaks the self-consistency of the derivation and could 

also Introduce some double counting. The inclusion of the excitation 

of collective states In the nuclear natter potential has Indeed been 

worked out [17,16] using Feshbach's formula and empirical Inelastic 

form factors. It gives a large Improvement In the potential and in 

the elastic scattering cross sections even for energies as large 

as 101a HeV for , 2 C + 1 2 C system. In a very recent work [20] Bonin 

derives the heavy ion Imaginary potential In a nuclear matter approach 

similar to the previous one but with the C-matrlx replaced by an 

effective T-matrix. This work can be considered as an extension to 

higher energies of the C-matrlx approach and an improvement of the 

scattering nodel of de Vrles and Pen'j [21] since It takes Into account 

the Paul! principle and works with an effective T-matrix Instead 

of the free one. 

In the present work we use the first approach but with 

a method or calculation completely different from references [£-11]. 

The basic ideas are taken from our previous study of the alpha-nucleus 

potential [22] where we succeeded to reproduce most of the properties 

of the empirical potentials. The heavy ion potential is first expres

sed in a generalize!* ..̂ h's theory [23] where the wave function 

of the to . .ystem In the Intermediate states is expanded in terms 

of the wave functions of the projectile and target. With simplifying 

approximations on the Green's functloi of relative motion, on the 

nucléon-nucléon effective Interaction and the assumption of a mean 

excitation energy for each nucleus so that closure can be applied. 



M ire able to derive relatively staple expressions of the optical 

potential. In such a derivation both Inelastic scattering and transfer 

processes are Implicitly included because of closure. Therefore we 

hive In our model all the contributions considered In references 

[6-11] but nur expressions are easily applicable to any system and 

any energy since we need not any detailed description of Intermediate 

channels. A first extension of the alpha-nucleus of ref.[22] to heavy 

Ions has been proposed by Sinha et al. iZh,2-i\ but they look at some 

of the terms contributing to the potential only and give a very appro

ximate evaluation of the*. 

In section II, the model Is presented In the framework 

of Feshbachls theory. The general expression of the non local poten

tial Is given In the first oriapter. Then in chapter 2 the derivation 

Is simplified by the assumption of a separable effective force and 

a local potential Is defined In chapter 3. In section III the results 

are presented for various pairs of nuclei. The first chapter Is devoted 

to the determination of the Model parameters. In the second and third 

ones the lmagin/iry local potentials are presented. The relative impor

tance of inelastic scattering and transfer channels and their variation 

with energy are discussed for 1 2 C t 1 2 C (chap.2) and 1 6 0 * 2 B , Z 9 S 1 , 

Ce and Pb (chap.3). In the Ust chapter, our potentials arc 

compared with other theoretical estimates. Finally section IV la 

devoted to our conclusions. 



II. TtC HÛOEL 

Flrst we derive the general expression of the non local 

optica1 oatentlal. Then we Bake the approximation of a separable 

nucléon-nucléon effective Interaction and finally calculate the local 

equivalent imaginary potential. 

1. The general expression of the non local potential 

We start with the generalization of t.'ie Feshbach's theory [23] 

of nucleon-nucleus optical potential to heavy Ion scattering. We 

d s suae that in the second order tera of the Feshbach's theory the 

intermediate state of the total systea Is veil described by the product 

of the wave functions Y O ) and ^f^(2) of the nuclei 1 and 2 

respectively and of the wave function f (R) of the relative aotlon 

•f the two colliding nuclei. R Is the distance between the centers 

of mass of the nuclei as shown in rig. 1. With this .-ssjaption, the 

optical potential Is given by 

I ' 1 

where - C (R,R') Is the propagator of the relative motion given 
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£ i* the center of •»> energy, £ and £ the excitation 

energies of nuclei t and Z respectively and m^the reduced mass. 

- neglecting Coulomb excitation (what Is a good approximation 

V„(?) , V-l «* . •? - X) ()) V*>* vi*:-*7- ») 
•here r., r. and R are defined In f l g .1 . 

In eq.(1> the antlsymaetrlzatlon between nucléon 1 of nucleus 

1 and nucléon J of nucleus 2 has been neglected. The f i r s t tern Is 

the real double folding potential. The second term glv«j a correction 

to the real potential and the «hole Imaginary potential. 

The propagator G Is approximated by the HKB or elkonal 

expression. This approximation bas been tested for nucleon-nucleus 

and at -nucleus scattering and shorn to be valid . ,. unexpectedly 

low energies [26]. One «rites t 

•here 

1 » 

•U 1» • * > ( e - *w- £ * - 1 * * » - K («>) « 



K' - R = R r ft' 
•" " X 

ï* c R*_ R*' 

V (R) is the local optical potential and V (R) the Coulomb 

potential between the two Ions. Therefore & V com a ins not only second 

order contributions but also aultl-step processes. 

ir the Incident energy Is sufficiently large, a large number 

of states can contribute to the imaginary part of the propagator 

in the suMUtlon over * and n and the calculation of the 

potential ter* by tern becoaes very fastidious. On the other side 

the local «oaentua K of eq.|!>) does not depend too such on the 

precise values of L and E . This suggests that the énergie» E and 

E may be replaced by so*e average values. Then the local aoaentua 

and consequently G do not depend upon the states ra and n and closure 

relations can be used to perfora the summations over • and n. The 

sane approximation has already been used In the slnpler case of 

*f -nucleus scattering [22]. To do so, we first separate the second 

tern of eq.(l) Into three different teras by writing : 

£_ - Z - + J- +2~ (?) 

t*."i|»t»,»J * - ^ o «=»* *•*" 

In the first term the nucleus 1 stays In Its ground 

state while the nuclei.* 2 Is end ted, In the second one the 

nucleus 2 Stay) in lti ground state while the nucleus 1 la excited 

and In the third one both nuclei are excited. Irltlng the potential 
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V of eq.O) as : 

V « U - & V (8) 

•here U is the double folding «odel potential and A V the second 

order tern, one may write : 

ÛV= ÙVj, <-ÛV; 1- A ^ (9) 

with i 

AV. =-2. v/t*> V tf'i G-^t*) 

»*» 

«here 

We now assufte that the states which are the most strongly 

excited in the reaction have energies concentrated around E. for 

nucleus 1 and E., for nucleus 2. The propagators In eqs.(IO) can then 

be replaced by 



»» * l ; us 1 s 

The propagators are now Independent of m and n and can 

be taken out of the summations In eqs-(IO) so that the closure relations 

ZL | 1 î f c > < ? l * | = - A = £ | ' t > < " £ | *** ** "sed to calcu

late Û V ( 1 Û V , and ÛV,,. These three terms correspond to diffe

rent processes. Indeed because we have used closure £ V . and fiV. 

In which one of the nuclei only has been changed give the contributions 

of inelastic channels In the projectile or in the target as well 

as other processes like nucléon emission. In the following ÛV. > AV, 

will be referred to as À V . In the tern A v i i " e have summed 

simultaneously over the complete sets of states of both nuclei. There

fore It contains implicitly both transfer channels and channels with 

simultaneous excitations of the projectile and target nuclei. Because 

we expect the transfer channels to give the most important contribution 

tre shall call It Av. and will refer to It as transfer contribution. 



The two contributions, Û V, and £ V , are calculated by 

Inserting eqs.{12) In eqs.(lO) and applying closure relations over 

• «nd n states. The closure relations Including «i * 0 and n = 0 terns, 

one should be careful to subtract then In A V. Û V . and ÛV,,. 

Doing so and assualng that the ground state wave functions are Slater 

determinants we set the following formulae : 

wtfiikC'*- J J A A <k A it.&W 

(13) 

» C V *'*>[/A A T,Wf,tV 

V*> V*'>- ï j A A A , j * ' £ t i ) 

V ? ) V r > j • A J A J\ J*» A If, #.$!* 



P ] (,.(r) and fil?)*1"1 ' d r e respectively the one body local 

and Mixed ground state densities of the nucleus 1(2). 

With alallar approximations, SInha has derived formulae 

for the imaginary potential. However his potential is different from 

the potential of eqs. {13,14). In à first paper [24J he ca 1-iilates 

the contribution of Inelastic channels fro™ the nucléon-nucleus poten

tial as we had done for of -nucleus potential [22] while In the 

following papers [25J he keeps only the first ter» of our ÙV.,. 

eq.(1->). Furthermore in the local momentum ne neglects the nuclear 

and Coulomb potentials. 

The expressions OÏ> ano (1M are very powertul tD compute 

the optical potential for various systems and energies. Indeed they 

only require the knowledge of the ground state densities and or the 

average excitation energies of the projectile and target nuclei. 

However our expressions require the computing of triple and quadruple 

integrals which are very difficult to handle* By using a separable 

force we were able to reduce all Integrals to simple products or 

single and double ones, 

2. Separable two-body interaction 

Even though we have simplified the calculation of & V , 

eqs.{9,10) by eliminating the explicit dependence upon the wave func

tions of the two nuclei in Intermediate states, re are left with 

three kinds of technical difficulties. As mentioned above, the computa

tion of triple or quadrupole integrals Is far from easy. The orr-

diagonal density oatrU, P{f*,f*J is, even In the most simple models, 

a complicated function of r and t' and makes the calculation of £ V 



non trivial. Moreover a non local potential is only tractable «hen 

It 1» expressed not in teras of R,R' but In terms of center of mass 

and relative coordinates. These difficulties ar* overcome «then one 

uses a separable force with Gaussian form factors and replaces the 

off diagonal part of the density Matrix by an approximate expansion. 

The assumption of a separable force has been used extensively 

In nuclear structure studies [27] with great success for reproducing 

qualitative features. The situation however is different here since 

the two interacting nucléons stand in two different nuclei and the 

factorization of the force cannot be the same In the two cases. Guided 

by arfluaents of simplicity and symmetry we write iT, as : 

«•„«•-* . - K < ? * û * «-•*<*-& 

•here r,, r. and R are defined in fig.1. The choice of the parameters 

v and |i will be discussed in section 111. 

Various approximate expansions of the off diagonal part 

of the density matrix have been proposed in the literature. The sim

plest one, the Slater approximation, is based on the nucledr matter 

expression : 

which Is extended to finite nuclei by assuming that k f is given by 

the local density approximation : 



K • kf(<.0 = f J , l \ f t* i . ) ] 
•VJ 

In references [28] and [29] better expansions of f'Ri2'^)2' 

are proposed.. In particular Bouyssy and Canpl [29] have shown that 

the relation (16) with the choice 

^.(^-i^'f ».fc«> 

gives the best approximation to the various moments of the density 

macri* In Ca . However for the exchange energy calculated with a 

gau&sian two body force which involves the same kind of integrals 

that our potential, they find that the Slater approximation is worse 

than theirs by less than 3 V for ranges up to 2-2.5 fm. Since we 

do not expect such a precision for our model potential we have worked 

with eqs.{16,17) which are easier to handle than the eq.(IB) for 

any nucleus. 

Inserting eqs.(li-1") into eqs-(13,1<»), we get the potential 

£ v In tens of the coordinates R an J s of eq.(6). For nucléon-nucleus 

scattering, the potential Û V has been shown [12] to be very weakly 

dependent on che angle between R and J • We assume the same property 

to hold for nucleus-nucleus scattering and keep In A ^ , and A*',-

the angular Independent terms only. After some straightforward calcula

tions we get : 

ûvln(R,« , «r(ï,s.)|G;lS,*) H. l î .sJ+G^S,^* ,* ) ! 



•Ith C r C 2 and C 1 2 defined by eqs.(12) and , H r H 2 and H 1 2 by 

the following relations : 

•har* f and F are the following Integrals : 

* (21.al 

The local aoaenta | ( F 1 and flp, are given by cq.(17) with 

daniltles *• and £ 2 respectively. 



Ve have then reduced the calculation of our potential to 

the computation of two types of integrals only, furthermore It only 

requires the knowledge of the diagonal density matrices and the avera

ge excitation energies of the target and projectile nuclei and of 

the separable force parameters. Therefore we have constructed a mode! 

which Is very powerful to explore a large number of systems and a 

large domain of energies. 

In eq.(19), the functions C-, C, and C-, depend upon the 

optical potential itself through the WKB local momenta K-, K, and 

K... In eqs.(12) which define them, the potential V, has not been 

specified but only assumed to be local. To be consistent, one should 

calculate V. from our potential of eqf.(1) and (19) what means that 

V. is the sum of the double folding model term which Is local and 

a local term equivalent to our Av<R,s) of eqs, (19-21). Since £ V ' 

Is complex it induces an imaginary tern in the WKB local momenta. 

In nucléon-nucleus scattering the Imaginary part of f.ie 1KB local 

momentum Is very small and can be neglected. It is not so saall in 

alpha-nucleus scattering but still has little effect on the resulting 

potential {22]. However it can take large values (several units of 

fm" ) Tor nucleus-nucleus scattering and cannot be neglected* This 

implie- that the right hand sides of eqs.(19) determining Û V depend 

on & V Itself. Let's write : 

V L<R) =• U ( « ) - i- *(.*) {22) 

The dominant contribution to U comes from the first term 

of eq.(1) which Is local and the contribution or jl V can be neglected 

to a good approximation. Therefore U is 



« Is the local potential equivalent to lia Û Y(R,M. Inserting «q.(??l 

In the definition (12) of local ooaenta we get t 

-ft* k„ 

and slai lar expressions for K, and K., with E. replaced by Ê  <ind Ê.-Ëj 

respectively. 

The Creenifunctlon C. of eq.(12) becomes : 

1 1 1 * * 

- * , » i. It, 4 

Slallar expressions hold for C, and C. ?. Inserting eq-(2b) in eqs.(19), 

M get J V In terms of t, the local equivalent of Im £ V d n ( 1 * c 

are faced with the problem of defining the local equivalent to a 

non local potential. 

i. The local equivalent potential 

te expect Che non locality range of Û V to be small com

pared to Its radius. Therefore the local potential can be approximated 

by the first term of the expansion of the non local one which Is, 

in any theory [30-33], given by the Hlgner's transform of the non 

local potential. 



This approximation combined with the correction on the 

imaginary potential due to the energy dependence (or non locality] 

of the real potential [34-36], gives 

w(R> = W^ £ « ) + ta^ C R) 

*wt«) s N «."Sits]"4, 

Vf and W are respectively the contributions or Inelastic scaLLerinq 

and transfer channels to the local imaginary potential. 

In eq.(26) In Û V , and 1» A v

l r

 a r e obtained by Inserting 

eq.(2i) in eqs.(19). One gets : 



The *o»enta X^. X 2 and * 1 2 are known functions of * 

and are given by eq.(24) therefore W{R) can be calculated by Iterating 

«q». (26 ,28). 

Note that once W Is determined, we can go back to eqs.(19-

21) and calculate the non local Imaginary potential. In particular 

one can study its (ton locality range to verify a posteriori the vali

dity of approximation (26). 

Once W has been determined, the local term equivalent to 

th* real part of A V W . j ] which appears && a correction All to 

U, «a,. (23) can also be calculated as : 

ûu(R) = « m f j , (W*) tUàV(«fi) s* Js <"> 

«hare R is defined in eq.(27) and Re AV(R.s) is now completely 

determined. 

1 U - ICSU.T5 

We have studied four systems : WC • 1 2 C , , 6 0 * 2 8 5 1 , ( ? 9 S i ) 

* 0 • Ca and , f i 0 . Pb for energies s u f f i c i e n t l y above the Coulomb 

barr ie r so that a l l strongly excited states contribute to the Imaginary 

p o t e n t i a l . 

* • present separately the contributions * , et * to the 

laafllnary potent ia l which are obtained by solving eqs.(26-2bj where 

a l l functions are given by eqs.120,^1,24,25) . »e re fer to * . and 

• t _ u lna laa t i c scat ter ing and transfer react ion contributions 



respectively. Koaever, as already pointed out, ne have summed over 

complet- sets of states of the nuclei 1 and 2- Therefore *, contains 

other processes like particle emission but we expect the Inelastic 

scattering to be the preponderant process. In the sane way, W. con

tains other processes than transfer, in particular it contains the 

simultaneous excitation of the nuclei 1 and 2 but we expect the trans

fer to be the aost important channel. Hots also that in our no del 

the Imaginary potential is exactly given by the sun * . * while 

in derivations where one calculates separately the contribution due 

to all transfer and inelastic scattering channels and SUBS thea after

wards, there could be sone double counting. 

The local equivalent potential of eqs.(26,27) has the factor 

-"* related to the energy derivative of the real potential. In nucleon-

nucleus and alpha-nucleus scatterings, this factor Is close to one 

at the surface and at short distances close to 0.7 in the first case 

and to 0.5 for the second one. For •lucleus-nucleus scattering, the 

energy dependence of the real potential is not so well known. However 

we expect — * to be quite small at short distances but also close 

to one at large distances. This can be seen in references [37,38] 

•here U(£) is shown near the strong absorption radius for 0 » Pb : 

-jp is very small coepared to 1. Therefore we shall assume that — v s ' 

for all systems at large distances. As the scattering cross sections 

are not sensitive to the Interior of the optical potential, It Is 

enough to calculate the Imaginary potential at large distances for. 

getting about tht factor—* of eq.(26). 

The local «omenta are calculated with the Coulomb potential 

given In ref.[39] and the eap'.rlcal real potential of Vlnther and 



Broglis [40]. »e have checked that using the real potential or eq.(23) 

doe» not modify our Imaginary potential. For C, 0, SI and Ca 

M hâve used harmonic oscillator densities with the harmonic oscillator 

parameter adjusted to reproduce the utter mean square radii used 

In ref.[1]. For Pb ne have taken the Feral density with parameters 

or rer-tvi]-

This section is subdivided in four chapters. In chapter 

1 we discuss the choice of the Model parameters- In chapter ?, *e 

study in detail the C- 1 ZC potential and Its sensitivity to the 

choice of the density, harmonic oscillator or experimental densities. We 

also show our non local potential. Chapter 3 is devoted to the other 

» , « » » " 0 . 2 8 S 1 .nd 2'S1, 1«0 • *°Ca ana « 0 . 2 M P b . Il„ll y 

in chapter **, we Make a comparison of our potentials «1th other theore

tical potentials. 

1. Determination of the node! parameters 

le have to fix two sets of parameters : v and n, the strength 

and range of our effective two body Interaction. eq.di), and the 

average excitation energies. 

The parameters v and p are adjusted an the real port of 

the optical potential. The first order tern of the optical potential, 

eq.(1), Is the real double folding model potential of eq.(23). Satchler 

and Love 11] and Stokstad et al. 12] for l 2 C » t 2 C have sho»n that 

this model potential calculated with the two hod y Interaction H3Y 

of Bertsch et al. [<*2] is able to reproduce to a very good accuracy 

the observed elastic scattering cross sections. Furthermore their 

potential is, for large distances, quite close to the empirical 

potential. Therefore we have adopted the 'ollowlng fitting procedure : 



-ne calculate the double folding potential with our effective inter

action, eq.{15V given by 

where the functions T+, F, are defined in eq. (71.a). Our potential 

is local and energy Independent. 

- We adjust p so that It reproduces at best the slope of the energy 

independent enplrical potential of ref.[40] at large distances 

- once p is determined, we adjust v so that, at the strong absorption 

radius, our potential coincides «1th the real potential of Satchler 

et al. (1,2]. 

The values of p and v are given in table 1. 1 lie range 

is the same for the three first systeas tilth a slightly stronger 

v for 0 * Ca. However both p and v are very different Tor -

0 » Pb. IMs is a consequence of our separable approximation 

an>l can be understood as follows. The Interaction of eq. ( IS) can 

he rewritten as : 

from fig.1 it is clear that g. Is the usual gauss U n form 

factor of range (n/2) for an Interaction between nucléons 1 anil 

J while g Induces an artiflcal modification of the usual form factor. 

If the nuclei are far away from each other, g averages to something 

like e-l*' 2 t Rl- B 2 , i
 wt, e r c f^ a r lq i^ arc the radii of nuclei 1 

and 2 respectively. Therefore at large distances, g 0 Is close to 1 for 



Identical or nearby nuclei but g Is smaller than 1 for dssyimetrlc systei 

This mans that v has to be renoraalized and Increased when one 

goes froa symmetric to dissymmetric systems to compensate the effect 

of g . On the other side when the nuclei strongly overlap, g averages 

to a value close to 1 so that It does not strongly modify the slope 

or the potential for symétrie systeas but ir.creases It for dHsymme

tric ones. Therefore In this case one has to decrease a t o correct 

this Spurious effect on the slope of Che potential. It Is clearly 

•hat happens when M make our fitting In 0 • Pb compared to 

other systems. 

In fig.2 we show our real potential calculated with v 

and p given In table 1 for , 2 C * UC and R -i 4 fra and compare It 

to the potential of ref.[40J. In flg.i are presented for fi-0 6 f«i 

the potentials calculated with (i = 0.7 fa' 1, v a 69 HeV and [i - O.b fm"1 

v = 24.9 HeV compared again to the empirical potential. The first 

set gives clearly the Pest agreement but the sensitivity of 'he poten

tial to (i Is not loo large. 

The average excitation energies of eqs.(12) are determined 

by taking the average of the energies of the .nost strongly excited 

States In each nucleus. Thase values of E used in our calculation 

« e given In table 2. For 1 6 0 , Z 8 5 1 , ^ C a and ? 0 8 P b they correspond 

to the states Included In the calculation of the Imaginary potentials 

of ref.[7]. For C It corresponds to the average of the energies 

of t* i 2* and i~ lowest ataces which are certainly, at least at low 

•nergy, the most strongly excited In Inelastic scattering 

In figures h and 5 are given W, , * and * of eqs .(26) 



2i. 

at energies of 84 and 360 HeV respectively. W has a longer range, 

a smoother radial dependence than W, and becoaes stronger at very 

large distances. The total potential * is compared to the eaplrlcal 

potentials of reference [2] for £, = 84 HeV and of references [43] and 

[44] (which corresponds to E.=300 HeV) for E.-360 HeV. The agreement Js 

qualitatively satisfactory but our potentials decrease too fast at 

large distances. This too steep slope could coae fro* our use of 

harmonic oscillator densities. The potential calculated nith the 

C-experlmental density [<*5] Is indeed mjch closer to the empirical 

potentials as sho»n in fig.4 for E, = 84 HeV. However the slope or 

the real potential is also Modified so that the range p at our effec

tive Interaction should be readjusted and the final effect on * would 

be reduced (see fig.2). 

Our Imaginary potential has an interesting variation with 

incident energy. For R < £ fa both * and *, are nearly constant 

but at large distances W. decreases quite rapidly »hlle V has 

a peak at small energy «1th a slow decrease afterwards. This Is shown 

In fig.6 for R = S fa. Similar energy dependence of V was noticed 

by Buenerd et al. [43] In a global analysis of scattering data between 

6 and 6? HeV/A as reported in fig.7. However at R £ 4 fm their imagi

nary potential increases regularly while at R - b fm they have already 

a structure slallar to that of flg.£. One of our approximation may 

explain this difference between phenoaefiûloçiy and calculations. Indeed 

»e have assumed that -* = 1 to calculate the local potentials. At 

"s. 
very large distances, close to the strong absorption radius, this 

« • 

is well verified but for distances ^, 4-5 fm, j-j* is smaller than 

one and probably energy dependent. A variation of the real potential 



In term of energy slmlldr to thdt found Tor U0 + C 0 N i and 1 6 0 • 2 0 9 P b 
In ref.[t] dnd conflraed by dispersion relation calculation [37,38] 
•ILL aodlfy our retulta of fig.6 tonards a better agreement witVi 
Buenerd's curves. 

In fig.8 Is presented our non local potential as a function 
of s, the relative coordinate, for R = <t And G fm. The non locality 
range Is Indeed auch sutler than the radius of the potential so 
that our eq.(Z6) Is valid. Ont notices that the non locality range 
Is larger at the rjrface than in the interior as it was observed 
in the theoretical derivations of the nucleon-nucleus imaginary 
potential [12,19], 
, 16 n 28,29,, nOf. , 208_. 
3. 0 * SI. Ca and Pb 

For each system, several energies corresponding to experiments 
have bCtn considered. We reproduce here our potentials W. (R>, *,JR> 
and ll(fl) = », (H) * * (H) for one energy per system and show their 
dependence upon energy in the surface region. 

In rigs. 9,10 and 11 are shown our potentials for 1 6 0 + 2 8SI 
at £ L = H HeV, 1 6 0 * *°Ca at £ = T* KcV and , 6 U . 2 0 9 F b at E L •-

125.5 MeV respectively together with the corresponding empirical 
imaginary potentials of ref.[1] and that of ref.[t8] for , 6 0 . 2 0 9 P b . For 
a given system and a given energy, several empirical potentials are 
usually available. However, because of our assumption that ^ c 1, 
our results are reliable at large distances only «here empirical 
potentials are all very similar. Furthermore our effective force 
has been adjusted so that it gives the same double folding model 
real potential as ref,[1J and then the comparison or our potentials 
with theirs see*s reasonable. 



W has d lunger range than W. and gives a large contribu

tion to the absorption In the vicinity of the strong absorption radius 

except for 6 0 *• Pb «hare W t r Is at any distance much weaker than 

W, . This Is confirmed by experimental data [ W ] showing that for 

energies sufficiently above the Coulomb barrier and for very dissymme

tric systems the transfer cross sections are very small compared 

to Inelastic scattering ones. », the absorptive potential, Is, on 

the nhole, in qualitative agreeroi nl with empirical potentials even 

though it has a too steep slope and is deeper than the empirical 

potentials except at very large distances. It seems to be a general 

feature of our nodel but, as discussed for C * C previously, 

IT could be improved by using experimental densities Instead of harmonic 

oscillator ones. 

In fig.12 art reproduced * and W. for 0 » SI compared 

to 1 G 0 . J SSi for L L = bO HcV. In our model the difference betwee-i 

the two systems Is due for a small part to the densities, for a large 

part to the average energies -as shown In table ?• The average energy 

evaluated from the spectrum or exclUd states is much loner In SI 

than in 51 and induces a much stronger transfer contribution while 

the Inelastic scattering contributions are similar in both systems. 

Therefore at large distances the absorptive potential is much stronger 

In l û 0 • * 951 than In 1 6 D . ? 8 5 i . This difference Is reduced when 

the Incident energy increases : the energy dependence of the 

0 • *• 51 Is very strong, In agreement with experiments [50] while 

thai of 1 6 0 . ? 9Si Is smoother. 

The variation of our potentials with energy per particle 

Ls shown In flg.U for , ÉÛ . ? B51 at R - a fm, in rig.tft for l f i0 . kC>Ca 

at fl = 9 fm and In fig. 15 for , 6 0 .• ; 0 8 P b at R = 12 fm. For short 



distances our potentials are roughly constant but, as noticed already 

for C + C this could be modified If we take Into account the 

ter» |j* in the calculation of the local potentials. For 0 + 51 

and Ca and for large distances we get a peak at about S HeV/A, 

essentially due to V , with for higher energies a decrease 

of both V and *,_. This behaviour seems characteristic of all nearly 

symmetric systems and has been observed experimentally I>É,50]. For 

0 * Pb, we do not observe a very pronounced peak because, as 

discussed above, the transfer contribution is very snail. Also the 

decrease of Our potential is not as strong as found In the analysis 

of experimental data of refs.[1 and <»8]. 

Our potentials depend upon the average excitation energy 

of both nuclei. These average energies have been determined from 

the lowest very collective states which at low energy are certainly 

the most strongly excited- When the Incident energy Increases higher 

states like giant resonances have an important probability of being 

excited and the average energies should be Increased in the calcula

tion of Inelastic scattering channels contributions. The effect of 

such a change has been studied and Is shown for 0 • Ca In fig. I1» 

where » i n Is plotted for E J A > 20 HeV when E{ 1 60) and Et^Ca) are 

taken as 13 and 10 HeV respectively. The effect on W J n is not dramatic, 

It is reduced by 15 ». at most, and does not affect the energy depen

dence Of the potential. 

*. Comparison with other theoretical works 

Comparison of our potentials •ulth those of Brogiia, Pollarolo 

and llnther [6-8] and of Brink and Stancu [9-11] is especially inte

resting since we all calculate the same contributions to the optical 

potential but with different methods and approximations. Brogtia 



et ôl. consider explicitly the contributions of inelastic scattering 

channels corresponding to the lowest coiiective states and the transfer 

channels by using a semi.-classical approach while we have a microsco

pic description of the sane contributions but simplified by the assump

tion of an average excitation energy which has been chosen as the 

average of the energies of the states Included in their calculation. 

They give their potentials as parametrized functions of the distance 

R which will ^e compared to ours which however contain more contributions. 

In references [9-11] Brink and Stancu consider the transfer 

process only, assuming that it Is the dominant contribution to the 

optical potential. Because of the approximations used, valid only 

at very large distances, the potential is calculated at the strong 

absorption radius only. We shall compare our potential W ( at the 

strong absorption radius with the results of ref.[11] where the shell 

structure of the nuclei is taken into account while in ref.[9! the 

nuclei are described in a Fermi gas model. Therefore the «odel of 

ref.[l1] Is similar to that of Broglia et al. and closer to ours. 

The derivation of Faessler and co-workers [15-18] Is basi

cally different from the previous derivations. The optical potential 

is calculated from the Brueckner G-matrlx of two nuclear matters 

Interacting by a realistic force. In such a theory, effects of the 

excitation of collective states and of transfer processes are not 

taken into account and have to be added independently. Therefore 

at low enough energy, we expect large differences between their poten

tial and ours or those of Broglia et al. and Brink et al. 

The potentials of ref.[7] corresponding to transfer and 

Inelastic scattering contributions, named respectively, 



are plotted In the figs* 9 to 11 together with our potentials. 

In fact our potential V contains In addition to the transfer 

contributions, the contribution of simultaneous excitation of both 

nuclei which for symmetric or nearly symmetric systems Is expec

ted to be non negligible so that * t r should be larger than W ^ W «hlle 

for systems like 1 6 0 • 2 Pb this contribution Is probably small. 

In the figs. 9 and 10 we see that for , é 0 . ? 8S1 and 1 S 0 « ''"ca the 

potentials are In reasonable agreement even though W, has a systema

tically larger range that *ff* • This Is true for all considered 

energies. For 1 6 0 + 2 0 8 P b , * t r and W ^ * are similar but W has a 

much larger range than iPT so that at large distances w. is consi

derably deeper than "T^* * In ref.[7) the optical potential In the 

vicinity of the strong abi .rptlon radius Is nostly given by W. 

whereas In our derivation, • . Is always the dominant contribution. 

It la not easy to understand this difference between the two calcula

tions but DIM can Invoke several possible reasons, first In ref.j7! 

only tern collective states are Included while the density of states 

is very large In Pb so that many other states could be excited In 

the reaction. Horeover in 0 higher states like giant resonances 

have a quite large probability of being excited by Pb. In our deriva

tion all states are Implicitly included «hat can explain an enhancement 

of f. compared to •**. Also the derivation of ref.[7l leads directly 

to a local potential «hat Is somewhat equivalent to take the diagonal 

part of our non local potential. We have verified nunerlcally that 

Indeed the diagonal part of our non local potential falls off more 

rapidly that its local equivalent but not enough to reproduce the 

slop* of 17^ . On the other side, In our model the choice of average 
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energies is samenlxat dabltjuaus din} hds been determined from lowest 

collective states whereas o' higher incident energy It could be larger. 

We have verified in fly.14 that It will loner W. but not enough 

to make *. as small as W^*. *e shall come back to this idler on. 

In table 3, we summarize in the case of 1 6 0 . * ° Ca 

and 0 • Pb the transfer contributions calculated dt the strong 

absorption radius by Brink and Stancu [11] (W7 ), by Broglla et al. [7] 

l*^*) and by us < * t r ) . *e give also our * l f t and * = <»ln ' * t f and 

the experimental values of the Imaginary potential given In ref.[1] 

and identical to those of ref.Kd). Tor 1 6 0 , "^Ca our • is stronger 

than W~ and W71 as expected (see above) but has similar variation 

with enerrv- 1. has an Important contribution also and the total 

potential Is 'oo strong compared to experimental values but has a 

satisfactory variation nlth energy. Tor 0 . Pu «here »e expect 

the contribution of simultaneous excitation of the l.-o nuclei to 

be small, our result * are very close to but different from 

which has also a different energy dependence. As noticed already 

the largest contribution co * caocs fro*» V . Our l»<*glr>dry potential 

Is much deeper than the empirical one alth a weaker energy dependence, 

in the table •« give In parenthesis the values of *. when £( 0] 

and C( Pb) are fixed to 13 and 10 HeV respectively, taking Into 

account the fact that higher states have a non negligible probability 

to be excited. * is then smaller but still too large to reproduce 

the potentials of ref.MJ. 

in fig.10 the potential calculated by Faessler et 

al.[161 for 0. Ca scattering at E. .aw HeV Is coupared to our potential 

at t. ; 7t HeV. Their potential Is much weaker than ours what confirms 

the Importance at such energy of channels corresponding to collective 
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state excitation and transfer processes. Note that It would be Incohe

rent to add our contributions to the potential of ref.[16]. Their 

potential calculated at E, = 332 MeV is ouch closer to ours calcula

ted at the same energy «hat confiras that at hlgn enemies such nuclear 

structure effects are less important. Nevertheless me should say that 

the contributions of the excitation of i~ , ^* and <** lowest states 

to the 0 • 1 6 0 potential calculated by Faessler et al,[17} and 

added Co the C-matrlx contribution seem to be in contradiction *Uh 

this statement since at 332 HeV they are about 10 times larger than at 

83 KeV In the surface region. 

IV. COdlfilONS 

We have calculated the Imaginary part of the heavy 

Ion optical potential by a method based on Feshbach's theory. Assuming 

that the energies of the excited Intermediate states can be replaced 

by mean values and that the effective nucleon-nucleon is separable 

and expressed as a product oT two Caussians ne were able ta derive 

an equation for the complex local optical potential which can be 

solved by Iterative procedure and Milch depends on the ground state 

densities of the two nuclei only. Our assumptions however introduce 

four parameters, the strength and range of the Caussians which are 

adjusted so that to reproduce the empirical real potential In the 

double folding model and the average energies which are determined 

from the energies, of collective states. Our imaginary potential, ». 

can be written *a the sum of two groups of terms, one, N , contains 

the contribution of the excitation of each nucleus, the other one, 

•L , that of transfer and simultaneous excitation of both nuclei. 
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However they also contain other processes like nucléon emission and 

multi-step processes because ne have used closure relations and taken 

Into account the optical potential in the calculation of the relative 

motion propagator. We have found that 1 has a longer range than V 

and that for' symmetric or nearly symmetric systems *, and W have 

similar contributions to W at large distances while for 1 6 0 • 2 0 8 P b 

W. Is always dominant. Compared to empirical potentials, ours have 

a two st«ep slope what Is Improved but not solved when experimental 

densities are used Instead of harmonic oscillator ones. 

Comparison with other theoretical studies shows an overall 

agreement with Broglla et al. even though our Inelastic scattering 

contribution has a longer range and Is stronger >t large distances. 

This difference is more pronounced In the case of 0 T Pb where 

we have a strong disagreement near the strong absorption radius- Our 

results agree well with the values given by Brink et al. at the 

strong absorption radius. Comparison with the nuclear matter Approach 

of Faessler et al shows a large discrepancy at low energy what confirms 

the importance of surface effects. 

We have calculated the Imaginary part of the optical poten

tial only. It would be Interesting to perform the calculation of the 

same contributions to the real part which will appear as a correction 

to the double folding model potential. Phenooenological analysis or 

data shows a need for a large correction at low energy -«filch could 

oe due to the processes Included in our model. This study Is In progress. 

The author would like to thank H. »eldenmuller for stimula

ting discussions and M. Buenerd, P. Chôma* and H.A. Nagarajan for providing 

unpublished results of elastic scattering or fer data analysis. 
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Table Captions 

Table 1 Parameters of the effective interaction 
Table Z Average excitation energies 
Table 3 Absorptive potential at the strong absorptii radius 

D-y- :-transfer channels contribution In the present work 
(*tr>. in ref.[11] (W^J) and in ref.{7) (Hf^*) -inelastic 
channels contribution in this «ork -total potential In 
the present «rk (*) and in the empirical analysis of data 
or r.r.[i] ( w e > p ) . 



( H A ) 
°V2 

(MtV> (MeV> 

1BS>» 
t r 

(HeV) (HeV) IHeV) 

W 
cxp 

(HeV) 

1 * 0 , W C a 

74 

104 

214 

9.3 

9 .1 

B.a 

0.26 

0.46 

0.62 

0.16 

0.32 

0.5 

0.16 

0.27 

0.7 

1 

1.3 

Û.9S 

1.46 

1.92 

0.66 

0.95 

1.64 

1 6 0 « 2 0 8 P b 

129.5 

192 

312.6 

12. B 

12.4 

12.1 

0.16 

0.3 

0.36 

0.12 

0.27 

0.31 

0.21 

0.16 

1.6 

3 (1 .7 ) 

4 ( 3 . 2 ) 

1.76 

3.3(2) 

4.36(16) 

0.89 

1.34 

1.53 



U c , 12 c 1 6 o • " s i , 6 o • " ° c a 

16 Q , 2 0 8 p t 

(MeV) 
69.2 66.5 8É. I i J I 

( f r o " ' ) 

0.7 0.7 0.7 0.<i5 

Tdble 1 

«c 1 6 0 ? 8 S i " s i W C a 2 0 6 p b 

ClMeV) 7 s.:> <t.S 2 5 3.5 

fab le 2 



Figure Captions 

Coordinates used In our calculations. 

Folded real potentials for 1 2 C+ 1 2 C calculated with 
harmonie osci l la tor and experimental densities compared 
to the pnenoaenological real potential. 

Folded real potentials for C+ C near tho strong 
absorption radius using two different effective Interac
tions with |i i O.i and 0.7 tm~'. They are compared 
to the phenoaenologlcal potential . 

Absorptive potential for , 2 C» 1 Z C at EL=»e4 HcV. The 
two contributions * t r t — ) ^nd * l n ( - - ) to *( > 
«ire calculated with haraonlc osci l la tor densit ies. W is 
shown when experimental densities are used (»)• The 
phenoaenologlcal potential or ref . [2] is also reported ( ) 

Sa*e system and potentials as fig.4 for L.-16Q HeV. 
The phenoaenologlcal potentials ore those of ref.[43] 
(pot. F) and of ref . [44] . 

The potentials * l n , W^ and W calculated for 1 2 C.. 1 ? C at R=7 
and 8 fa as functions of E./A, the energy per par t ic le . 
Energy dependence of the phenowenological Imaginary 
potentials for ZC* 1 ZC at three distances R = 4,5 and 6 fm 
< r e f . [ « ] ) . 

Non local imaginary potential for 1 2 C+ 1 2 C plotted as 
a function of the non locality coordinates at two 
distances H = 4 and 6 tm and for Z L = 84 HeV. 

Absorptive potential for 1 6 0* 2 8 S1 at EL = SS HeV. Are 
plotted our potentials i t ( . ( . . . ) , * l n < - - ). w( ). 
the transfer (- - ) and Inelastic (- - -J contribu
tions to the absorption calculated In ref .(7] and the 
empirical potential (•) of r e f . [ 1 ] . 
Saw as fig.9 for 1 é 0 . W C a at E. = 74 Hev, 



Sane as f ig.9 for ' D0. £ l J PPb at EL = 129.5 HeV. Is also 
shown the enplricai potential of ref.[<*8]. 
Absorptive potentials for , 6 0 . 2 8 S1 and 2 ?S1 at <L : 

SO HeV. * and * are shown for the two systems. 

Energy dependence of our imaginary potential for 0. Si 
at R = 8 f». Are shown W t r ( - - - ) , *,„(--> and *( ) 
and the contributions i ^ * (- - -) and W^" (- -
calculated In re f . [7 ] . 

Sue as Fig. 13 for W u* W Ca at ft = 9 fm. Are shown 
• , ». and * only. The values of * l n calculated with 
En = Ifi HeV, E2 = 12 HeV are also plotted. 

Our absorptive potentials * t r , * i f ) and * for 1 60+ 2 0 8Pb 
at R = 12 f« as functions of £ L /A. 
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